
TO THE FILMMAKER

Welcome to a completely different approach to learning!

Here, you are in charge. Simply go over the menu and 

select the subjects which interest you. For some subjects  

you'll need to select your seasoning, such as the level of 

technical detail you'd like. But first, consider one of the  

Prix Fixe options below. Bon Appétit! 

Directorial Debut    8oo  
A five lesson boost to empower a director. You'll learn 
to see and think like a cinematographer, collaborate 

at a high level and lead with authority.

MainCourse

PrixFixe

Menu

MASTER

VISUAL

STORY TELLING

Filming the story 

Story and plot: How to find them in 

a scene. Extracting subtext from a 

screenplay and making it into images.

the interpretive lens 

What makes one lens different from 

another and how to pick the right lens 

for a film and a scene.

The Camera's perspective 

Using the camera to tell a character's 

story or observing it from afar. Learn 

where to place the camera.

The DIRector and DP 

What does the cinematographer do in 

the different stages of production. How 

to interview them, hire and collaborate.

The digital director 

How to lead a digital workflow from 

pre-production to color grading and 

delivery. Prepare and collaborate.

In person Not Technical

visual screenplay    4oo  
A two lesson primer on how visual collaborators 

read your screenplay. Know your audience to avoid 
pitfalls and write ideas that make it on screen.

words to images 

How a screenplay is broken down for 

shotlisting and lighting. Back engineer 

a scene to reveal visual decisions.

visual language 

Creating visuals on the page. What 

are cinematographers looking for 

and how is visual language created.

the aspiring filmmaker    4o  
Online classes based on interest and demand. Simply 

indicate you are interested in Zoom classes in the 
form sent to you, and you'll know when and where!

In person Not Technical

make it happen    6oo  
Become a real creative producer with these four 
lessons. Be part of the most important creative 
decisions  in a film and lead with confidence.

In person Some Technical Subjects

choose your weapon 

With so many cameras out there, how 

do we make this choice? Learn the 

considerations and differences.

Secrets of lenses 

What types of lenses exist and how are 

they chosen? What are the observable 

differences? How are they handled?

The digital producer 

What are modern digital workflows and 

how to create one for an indie film. On 

set work, LUTs, grading, and more.

Demystify Lighting 

Look at locations differently and learn 

the language of light and lighting. 

Basics of electricity and lighting design,

Online Some Technical Subjects

In the following pages you'll find a list of subjects. These are not lessons! They are all combined into tailor made 

lessons. Simply write the short code next to each subject in the form you received by email. For some subjetcs 

you'll need to select the level of technical detail you'd like to cover. The levels are:

collaborative
Directors, writers and producers 

working with a cinematographer

practical
Filmmakers interested in 

developing their skillsets

expert
Visual artists aiming to 

expand their art and craft

Mark the correlating codes of the subjects which interest you in the form you received. Don't worry about making 

mistakes or thinking too hard about designing a program, simply mark things you want to learn. Ready to start?



Visual Storytelling
from words to images

How do images touch us, how to communicate about images and strive 
to their essence, how are images created from the written screenplay

A1

 ► Effective images and finding the essence to make an image impactful

 ► How to observe and talk about images without insulting anyone

 ► Story within a frame: Delivering an idea with an image alone

 ► Story and plot. Finding subtext and what we are actually filming

 ► Script breakdown as it is performed by your collaborators

 ► Comparing a written scene to its filmed form to reveal directorial choices

The visual style

How is a visual style of a film created? Collaboration methods between the director and cinematographer are examined to support 
your unique way to utilize the vocabulary and methods in creating impactful moving images

A2

 ► How it starts. The director meets the cinematographer

 ► Visual references and mood boards, how are they used?

 ► Practical methods to shotlisting

 ► Storyboards and other ways to previsualize your film

 ► Resistance and inhibitions while collaborating

 ► How to make plans while staying open for opportunities

 ► Where does the director end and the cinematograper 

begin?

 ► Pre-production from the perspective of a 

cinematographer

collaborative practical

narrative perspective

The director's secret weapon is the ability to put the audience in the shoes of a character or observe it from afar. We will learn 
practical methods of achieving this with a camera

A3

 ► What is narrative perspective in literature and how to achieve it in cinema

 ► The audience, your characters and you. Place the camera purposefully to tell their stories

 ► How to achieve multiple narrative perspectives in one scene

 ► Deconstructing coverage and instead revealing the character's truth

the cinematic composition

The two dimensional screen can seem deep and alive, an illusion created with the use of visual elements used in visual arts for 
centuries. We will examine them and their effective use in films to gain practical tools and a new way to look at the frame

A4

 ► What is a composition and what are its components

 ► Visual elements: Line, Form, Shape, Space, Value and Texture. For each, how to see them, plan and use in a film

 ► The principle of contrast and affinity as an underlying approach to visual storytelling

 ► Visual conventions: The rule of thirds, open and closed compositions, balance, intensity and harmony, Frames within 

frames and more

 ► Creating associations for visual elements that materialize with your audience and transition them with your story

in living color

Color is a unique compositional element. Did you know it can physically affect the viewer? Understanding the human visual 
system and how color contrast works will not only help tell stories visually but change the way you work on set and in post

A5

 ► What is color and how do we see it?

 ► How is color used in visual 

storytelling?

 ► The human visual system and color

 ► Color constancy: How is affects our 

work on set and in post

 ► How to describe color successfully

 ► Complementary colors

collaborative practical

 ► B&W: What happens when color is 

removed?

 ► Color contrast and its use in images

 ► Color temperature in the camera 

and in lighting

 ► Colot systems and color models

 ► The CIE color model

 ► Color spaces for camera and post-

production

 ► Color gamuts

 ► Color meters 

 ► CRI: Color Rendition Index

 ► Color temperature and MIRED 

calculations

expert



Visual Storytelling
moving images

One visual element unique to cinema is movement. When should the camera move? When does movemwnt call attention for itself 
and why can that be desirable? What about eye movemnet in a still frame? This is a deep-dive into everything moving

A6

 ► Why move the camer at all? What happens when it stays still?

 ► Different types of camera movement and their significance. From panning through steadicam and gimbal to drones

 ► Motivated and unmotivated camera movement, when is it appropriate

 ► Eye movement in static shots. How to control and use it to tell a story

blocking

Often misunderstood, blocking has a decisive effect on the success of visual storytelling. 
Learn how to collaborate and connect between actors movement, camera and lighting

A7

 ► What is blocking and who is in charge? What are the procedures on set?

 ► Blocking and lighting a scene

 ► How blocking is planned and rehearsed on set while preserving your visual plan and not 

limiting your actors

multi-camera

Many filmmakers never learn how to utilize several cameras simultaniously. They may encounter it in a professional setting for the 
first time, which may lead to conflict on set and budgetary waste. Learn how to shoot multi-camea

A9

 ► When is it appropriate to have more than one camera in films?

 ► What are the challenges when shooting multi-camera, what changes for crew and costs and how to do it with few resources

 ► Compromises on lighting and camera angles when using more than one camera

The action scene

Action scenes can be intimidating. Learn how to plan and where to seek help. How to keep the 
integrity of your story, collaborate with a stunt coordinator and never compromise on safety

A8

 ► How to write and read an action scene

 ► How to shoot an action scene and keep your story

 ► Different approaches to action and how to plan an action scene

 ► Working with a stunt coordinator and performers while staying in charge of your film

Filming the edited scene

Directors and cinematographers often focus on the shot. What are the considerations for visual language when scenes are made 
out of many shots to be combined? Not only for the ability to cut, but also to create new meanings and use the power of editing

A1o

 ► From 2 people around a table to 100. The 180 line can challenge even experienced filmmakers

 ► Continuity for visual storytelling: Temporal, spatial, directional, content and lighting

 ► The 20% / 30 degree rule, Kuleshov effect and other methods used to combine images to create meaning

 ► Types of editing from montage to continuity, cuts and tranditions: What they require from the footage

 ► The long take and when not to cut. How to film a long take in a way that it can be used in a film

Genre and visual storytelling

How does genre inform a visual style? How can genre be used to 'skip the introductions' and dive right to visual language the 
audience expects, and when is it appropriate to deviate from that? Learn how to use genre to your advantage

A11

 ► What are genres and how do they inform visual style?

 ► When to go with the genre and when to go against it

 ► Myths, archetypes and genres. Who creates genres, anway? Is it a business category or a creative choice

 ► Specific genres examined: Drama, comedy, thrillers, action and horror



The Camera

A new camera

With the many cameras avaiable to rent or buy and new cameras released frequently, it is no longer enough to just know how to 
use what's out there right now. The ability to assess and gain confidence with a new camera is a skill in itself

B2

exposing the story

While exposire is considered basic, artists such as Gordon Willis, ASC (The Godfather) are known for achieving mastery in this 
field. Learn how to tell stories by achieving full control over tools available in almost every camera

B1

 ► Use the aperture, shutter and 

sensitivity but not for brightness

 ► Control depth of field, motion blur 

and the appearence of noise

 ► Camera Obscura and how it works

 ► Dynamic range and exposure limits

 ► The myth of correct exposure. When 

is it too bright or too dark?

 ► Using a monitor and exposure

collaborative practical

 ► Frame rate and exposure 

calculations. Learn to plan

 ► Metering: Incident & spot metering, 

waveform, vectorscope, zebra etc

 ► High contrast scenes and how to 

approach them

 ► Extreme situations: Low light and 

high key scenes

 ► Shutter angle vs. shutter speed

 ► F/stops vs. T-stops

 ► How to determine your shooting 

stop and keep it

 ► The gray card and how to use it

 ► The zone system

expert

 ► Testing and how to gain confidence 

with a new camera

 ► What is the purpose of a camera 

test? How to get the most of it

collaborative practical

 ► Designing a camera test while 

keeping yourself out of trouble

 ► Screening a test and assessing a 

screening environment

 ► Test charts. How to use them at 

home or at a rental house

expert

motion picture film

Film still exists and many movies are shot on it. Shooting on film has an effect on every filmmaker on set, from the director and 
actors to the lighting technician. Learn how film works, how to control it and get the most out of using it

B3

 ► What is film and how is it different 

from digital video

 ► Working with film on set, in pre-

production and in post

 ► Telecine and film scanning

collaborative practical

 ► Film exposure, sensitometric curves 

and printer lights

 ► The over / Under test

 ► Lab reports, on-set procedures and 

communication protocols

 ► Negative and positive film

 ► What actually happens at the lab

 ► Density, the Lab Aim Denstity test

 ► Finding your exposure index and 

rating your film

expert

digital video

Most cameras used today are digital video cameras. Learn their limitations which can assist in choosing the right camera when 
you need it, or take a deep dive to fully understand camera specifications as advertised by manufacturers

B4

 ► The image sensor as the heart of the 

camera: what does it do and how to 

use it

 ► The anatomy of a digital video 

camera as it relates to your work

 ► Simple on-set digital workflows. 

From monitoring to backing up

collaborative practical

 ► Camera settings: Gamma, black 

level, knee, white balance and more

 ► Global and rolling electronic shutter

 ► The tradeoff between resolution and 

sensitivity in digital video sensors

 ► Monitor callibration and types: 

From CRT to LCD and OLED

 ► Demistifying 4:4:4, 4:2:2 and color 

sampling

 ► Single sensor technology vs. multi-

sensors, bayering and debayering

 ► What is analog video? A look at 

video signals still in use today

 ► Bit-depth, bit-rate and compression. 

The last step to fully read camera 

specifications

expert



The Camera

digital workflows

Digital cinema often requires designing complex processes in pre-production, planning a pipline all the way to post. There are 
many creative decisions to make and ways to save costs. Become an active participant and a creative collaborator

B6

digital cinema

Digital cinema cameras are the top category of digital video cameras. Using them and working on a professional film is very 
different than using any other camera type. Learn the differences and become confident using them

B5

 ► What is LOG and Raw? Why do we 

need it?

 ► Working on set and in post with 

LOG and Raw formats

 ► Demistifying crop factor

 ► High resolutions and the big lie 

about sharpness

 ► On-set data management and looks

collaborative practical

 ► A deeper dive into LOG and Raw, 

how to shoot with it?

 ► Noise. Where does it come from and 

how to make it go away

 ► The image circle and predicting lens 

coverage

 ► MTF and the optical low pass filter

 ► Moiré, where is comes from and 

how to avoid it

expert

 ► What is a workflow and why do we 

need one?

 ► The different stages and roles in a 

modern digital cinema workflow

 ► What are LUTs? How are they used?

 ► DCPs and how they are created

 ► Watching dailies

 ► Delivery requirements for 

distribution and digital workflows

 ► Color grading and you

 ► Color grading vs. color correcting

collaborative practical

 ► Designing your own LUT

 ► Working with a colorist from pre-

production to post

 ► Simple VFX workflows for indie 

films. From stabilization to green 

screen and motion control, what to 

know on set

 ► Film-out and the intersection of film 

and digital workflows

expert

Large format cinematography

From Lawrence of Arabia to 1917, some films are shot on large format cameras. What is the 
advantage of doing so, when is it worth the cost and how to approach using large format 

B7

 ► What is large format? Introduction to medium and large format photography

 ► Crop factor and what happens to the lens when the format is large

 ► The aesthetic qualities of large format. See the difference on screen

 ► Types of large format cameras and lenses

The Lens
The interpretive lens

A non-technical approach to one of the most important cinematographic tools. Learn to make the single most important decision 
when it comes to lenses: PIcking the right one for your film. Learn the vocabulary and communicate with authority

C1

 ► How are lenses used to tell stories?

 ► Types of lenses and ways they are used. From spherical 

to anamorphic and special purpose

 ► Focal length and field of view

 ► Sharpness, distortion and diffusion

 ► Common filters and how they are used

 ► A deep dive into anamorphic lenses

 ► Proper handling of lenses, from checkout to return

 ► Qualatative lens testing and finding lens characteristics 

 ► The lens mount and flange focal distance

 ► Maximum aperture and close-focus

 ► Polarizers and speciality filters

collaborative practical



Introduction to optics

Understanding optics begins with understanding light. Learn the physics behind the tools we use on set which will allow you to 
fully understand how lenses and other optical systems are designed, as well as request modifications. This is expert level

C2

Lighting
the language of light

From the basics of how to describe light and design lighting to advanced previsialization software used by professionals. Learn 
the theoretical foundation of lighting which will allow you to collaborate with visual artists or extend existing practical knowledge

D1

The Lens

 ► What is light? Waves and particles

 ► Interaction of light with matter: Absorption, transmittance and reflection

 ► The double slit experiment, interference and diffraction

 ► The law of reflection and mirrors. Why do some mirrors produce a double image?

 ► The law of refraction and refractive index

basic optical systems

Turning the physics of optics into practical applications, we examine the simplest optical systems and how they work. On the way, 
fundemental practical concepts are introduced to be used when discussing complex optical systems. This is expert level

C3

 ► Simple lenses, prisms and total internal reflection

 ► Focal point, magnification, image formation, distortion and types of aberrations

 ► Spherical and aspherical lenses

 ► The effect of optical stacks and bokeh

Photographic optics

A deep dive into how common optical devices work and how certain effects are achieved. Have a high-level conversation with lens 
technicians, manufacturers and experienced visual artists. Request equipment modifications or seek specific effects. Expert level

C4

 ► Field of view, aperture stops, depth of field, pinhole cameras, circle of confusion, hyperfocal distance

 ► Anti-reflective coatings, ghosting and flare, wide angle lenses, telephoto and retrofocus lenses

 ► Lens extenders and converters, anamorphic lenses, swing and shift lenses and other special purpose optics

 ► Vignetting, focus movement and lens breathing, varifocal and parfocal zooms

 ► Quanitative lens testing, charts and the lens projector

 ► What is light? How can it be 

described to a collaborator

 ► The dfunctions of lighting and 

telling a story with it

 ► Emulation and mood as 

foundational concepts 

 ► Motivated lighting

 ► Contrast ratio and lighting 

vocabulary used on set

collaborative practical

 ► The inverse square law

 ► How to design lighting

 ► The difference between location and 

studio lighting

 ► Day and night interiors and 

exteriors examined

 ► Available light and practicals

 ► The poor man's process as an 

example to lighting techniques

 ► Previsualization of lighting using 

software

 ► Equipment lists and planning for 

the unexpected

 ► Foot candles and light measurement

expert



Working on location

Most independent films and documentaries are filmed on location as opposed to a soundstage. Learn to look at locations like a 
cinematographer, be inspired by visual opportunities and predict issues. If you're a writer, learn to create cinematic spaces

E1

Making Movies

The director and cinematographer

The collaboration between two visual artists is never the same. Examine the process 
from the start to be better prepared and lead a successful collaboration with authority

E2

 ► The role of the cinematographer in every stage of a production - setting expectations

 ► Preparing for an interview. What to send and what to ask for

 ► Planning and executing your interview. Setting criteria and identifying red flags

 ► Hiring and kickstarting collaboration regardless of your experience

 ► How to to do things you've never done before in a film and succeeding in achieving them

 ► Avoiding and resolving conflicts in prep and on set

your first feature

The transition from short films to a feature film can be jarring. Learn the basics and how to turn your inexperience into an 
advantage attracting seasoned professionals to help you. Gain confidence and find the right people to make it happen with you

E3

 ► The different stages of making a film, from pitching, development and production to delivery

 ► You don't need to be a lawyer, but do you need to know the laws and contracts involved

 ► Ths structure of a feature film production company

 ► How do you collaborate with the different departments on a film?

 ► Who needs to know what, when it comes to shot lists and other visual decisions

 ► The assistant director and creative choices disguised as production decisions

 ► Safety on set and creating a safe and equitable working environment

 ► Working with rental houses

 ► Working on location: Design or dicover opportunites

 ► What makes a great location. Your story, characters and 

location

 ► Location scouting and what to look for

 ► Losing your location without losing your mind

 ► The tech scout and what your department heads need

 ► Methodic location analysis 

 ► Learn to assess the electricity in a location and comprae 

it to your needs

collaborative practical

The list provided in this document is intended to generally evaluate the content of lessons. Some subjects listed may not be included in your lesson and other subjects may be 

added, at the disrection of the instructor. Prices mentioned in this document may change and are not guaranteed until your reservation is confirmed.

Submitting a request to participate either by using the provided form or in any other way does not guarantee a reservation. After submitting your subject of interest you will be 

provided with workshop options to choose from based on availability and interest of others. This may take time and Latent Images does not guarantee a timeframe for answer or 

any available workshop. Your reservation is confirmed only after you receive such a confirmation and make a deposit or first paymnet. By submitting a request and providing 

your email you acknowledge that you will be contacted by Latent Images and its staff or affiliates. You may opt out at any time by unsubscribing. Your information will not be 

given or sold to third parties. Latent Images will protect your personal information but makes no guarantees to privacy in the case of an unintended data breach of any sort.

Latent Images reserves the right to refuse any service for any reason, or cancel service without providing an explenation. In case service was canceled after payment, it will be 

rescheduled or you will be refunded in full.

All participants are assumed to be 21 years or older. Film examples shown in lessons may contain explicit nudity and graphic violence. They may be unrated and unapproved by 

the MPAA. They may contain fast flashing and content you may find troubling or offensive. Trigger warnings may not be given. Please sign-up at your own risk.

In person workshops are scheduled by polling the group. If it is not possible to schedule lessons based on participant's availability, the group may be dissolved or changed. This 

may create a delay for you until a new group is created. If you agree to a workshop schedule with a group, rescheduling is possible only if all participants agree. Latent Images will 

attempt to accomedate schedule changes but cannot guarantee them. You may not be refunded if you are unable to attend a lesson after confirming your availability, if you are 

late or do not show up. In-person lessons may occur in private residences.. Latent Images does not take responsability for any allergic reactions you may experience to food or 

beverages served or animals which may be present. Please communicate any medical conditions which may require special accomedations before confirming your reservation. In 

the case your medical circumstances change please notify us immediatly. If you cannot be accomedated you will be refunded. All participants in the in-person workshop, as well 

as the instructor, are assumed to be fully vaccinated for COVID-19. Latent Images will not verify individual vaccinations status and does not take responsability for participant's 

medical conditions. If you arrive sick, you may be asked to leave. It may be possible to attend an in-person class remotely on a case by case basis.

Online classes are scheduled by popular demand parallel to in-person workshops. Once you sign-up to an online class, no refund is possible with the exception of extreme 

situations which may be considered. Please read our full terms and conditions sheet.

terms and conditions

https://www.latentimages.com/terms-and-conditions

